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Unfortunately, with all of this beauty comes the mass confusion of the plot that is present in all of the primary publications for Spells of Gold. A few of the more important icons are not clearly and consistently outlined in terms of what they represent, and spell costs vary wildly. The gold
cost for a scroll of return to meleed, for example, is half the gold cost for a fire spell. Spells of Gold, for all of its flamboyant comeuppance and colorful locations, lacks a grander revelation. Your various spells and special powers are typically just enough to achieve any given task, and don't

really have any lasting affect on the world and its people. This starkly contrasts with pretty much every other RPG on the shelf, and is its biggest weakness. No different than any other RPG, Spells of Gold has to give the player a reason to have and use a great many spells that they can
use to destroy the world if the player so desires. Spells of Gold just doesn't have that scary level of dynamic meaning. It might do more than give a player an entertainment role by throwing enemies at the player, or it might only give the player a role by slowly advancing a plot through

strategic destruction, but it doesn't have any of the big numbers that make other games great. I'm not saying that Spells of Gold is an unplayable game. It has a lot of good points, and isn't a total waste of time. Unfortunately, it doesn't quite get there, because it doesn't seem like it
should. Unfortunately, this is a point that needs to be made clear, because otherwise one will find that the player is lost and confused.
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At no point in the adventure does Spells of Gold stop and ask you what you want to do next. Unless a god needs you to go
to a particular place or something of the sort, you're on your own. When asked if a quest is available, you can usually

acquire it from a hint system, a merchant, or a third party, for a few gold pieces. Such quests are then handled manually by
inputting letters on a keyboard and then hitting a certain button. Some are simple and others can be quite annoying, with

one requiring you to knock a selected object out of an opponent's grasp. Spellcrafting, as far as it is available, is learned at a
slow pace, with fighting abilities and attribute distribution being the final aspects of the player's character advancement.

Character leveling is done with magical metal stardust; a nice touch but one that has two big flaws. While most characters
(if they were not designed with the specific goal of becoming a template for the standard RPG of the day) would be hit with

two to five points of maximum attribute points, regardless of the skill, Spells of Gold has a cap on it. All of the other
characters who are not possessed of specific sorcery abilities have a maximum of just one attribute point. Two are

absolutely necessary, but at that point, you're wasting points to have more than that. This can be maddening, with all of the
other characters in the game being given a fair shake at the sack, but for the reason that it limits the character. As

mentioned above, Spells of Gold does not have a strong sense of plot tension, and, therefore, a strong sense of drive.
Without a sense of an overarching goal, the player is free to wander, pause, and simply place his eye on an interesting item.
In addition to the in-game auction, Spells of Gold allows the player to bid up to 300 gold pieces on wares and items outside
of the game, so if the player has no desire to work on a particular quest and has more time than he wants to spend on it,

there is still a way to get out. 5ec8ef588b
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